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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS

Let 0 = !(%x + i%y) be the Cauchy-Riemann operator in the complex
plane C. The main results of this paper are the following:

THEOREM 1. Let X be a compact subset ofC such that C - X has finitely
many connected components. Suppose that g is a three-times continuously dif
ferentiable complex function in a neighbourhood of X, which satisfies
og(z)#Ofor any ZEX. Then each fE C(X), satisfying o(of!og) =0 in X in
the weak sense can be uniformly approximated on X by functions ljJ satisfying
o(oljJfog) = 0 in a neighbourhood of X.

THEOREM 2. Let X be a compact subset of C with finitely many com
plementary components, and let n be a nonnegative integer. Then each
fE C(X) satisfying on+ 'f=0 in X can be approximated by functions ljJ
satisfying on + IljJ =0 in a neighbourhood of X.

The classical Mergelyan approximation theorem [6] is Theorem 2 with
n = O. Therefore the above results should be viewed as Mergelyan
approximation theorems for the elliptic operators o(%g) and on+ '.

It is worth mentioning that results of this type are known [1,2] to be
true for a certain class of elliptic operators, whenever the compact X
satisfies some strong cone conditions.

Theorems 1 and 2 are also related to approximation problems by
rational modules. To explain this we introduce some notation. For a com
pact Xc C let Ro(X) denote the algebra of all rational functions with poles
off X and R(X) its uniform closure in C(X). Throughout the work g will be
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a smooth function in a neighbourhood of X. If n is a positive integer, then
we write R(X, g, n) for the uniform closure in C(X) of the Ro(X)-module

When n = 1 we let R( X, g) stand for R(X, g, 1). Note that a function ¢J
satisfies o(o¢J/og) = 0 in a neighbourhood of X if and only if ¢J = h + gk with
hand k holomorphic, hence we can now restate Theorems 1 and 2 in the
following way: If Xc iC is compact and has a finite number of complemen
tary components, then

R(X, g) = {fE c(X)/o(of/og) = 0 in X},

whenever g E C3(X) and og(z) # 0, Z E X, and moreover

R(X, z, n) = {fE C(X)/on+ If= 0 in X}, n ~ 1.

The modules R(X, z, n) were introduced by O'Farrell [7J in connection
with problems of rational approximation in Lipschitz norms. Later, several
authors (e.g., Trent, Wang, and Verdera) have gone into the subject. In
particular, the following result has been proved recently [10, 11,4]. If
X= 0, then R(X, g) = C(X) if and only if R(Z) = C(Z), where Z denotes
the subset of X on which og vanishes.

At this point it is natural to look for versions of the above result which
hold for arbitrary compact sets. The existence of interior points makes the
problem more difficult (as in rational approximation) and the set Z is
another obstruction when Z intersects ax. The best results we have been
able to prove for the case with nonempty interior is the following extension
of Theorem 1.

....
THEOREM 3. Let X be a compact subset of iC such that iC - X has finitely

many connected components. Suppose, furthermore, that Z eX. Then
R(X, g) = {fE C(X)/there are functions h, kE H(X) so that f =h + gk in X}.

It is worth mentioning that the hypothesis on the complementary com
ponents of X in Theorems 1 and 2 can be relaxed, with the same proof, to
the following capacitary condition (y is Ahlfors capacity [5 J),

y(D(z, r) - X) ~ cr,

for some positive constant c, for every z E ax, and for all sufficiently small
r. This condition is satisfied if the diameters of the complementary com
ponents of X are bounded away from zero. A similar remark applies to
Theorem 3.

In Section 2, we prove Theorems 1 and 2. Section 3 contains the proof of
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Theorem 3 and some other complementary results dealing with the case in
which Z is nonempty.

We establish now some additional general notation. We denote by m the
Lebesgue measure on C, and by C( U) (resp. D i

( U)), i = 1, 2,..., the set of
complex functions (resp. compactly supported functions) i-times con
tinuously differentiable on the open subset U of C. If U is an open subset of
C, then H( U, g, n) will be the module (*) replacing Ro(X) by the space
H( U) of holomorphic functions in U. The symbol c stands for a positive
constant, independent of the relevant variables under consideration, and
not necessarily the same at each occurrence.

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS

First we shall state a lemma and a consequence of it which we will need
later. Their proofs can be found in [4].

LEMMA 1. Let G be an open bounded subset of C with piecewise smooth
boundary. Let U be an open set containing G, and let f, g E C 2

( U). Suppose
that there exists a function hE C I (G) such that of= h . og. Then, for each
WE G, one has

f(w)=~f f(z) dz-~f h(z)g(z)-g(w) dz
2m aG z - w 2m aG z - w

+~f Oh(z)g(z)-g(w) dm(z).
1t G z-w

If we suppose that f E D 2
( C) satisfies the same hypothesis about of as in

Lemma 1 and that J1 is a measure on C with compact support, then

where we write

f f dJ1 =~ f 0(;~ jldm, (1)

jl(w) = f g(z) - g(w) dJ1(z)
z-w

(see [4, 11]).

Let us now recall some basic properties of Vituskin's localization
operator (see [5, p. 210] for more information). IffEC(C) and l{IED1(C),
we define

T",(f)(z) =~ ff(w) - f(z) ol{l(w) dm(w), z E C
1t w-z
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The following properties hold:

(a) T",(j) is continuous on C, T",(f)(oo) =0.

(b) oT",(j)=o!'t/J in the weak sense.

(c) If diam(supp t/J )~ J, then

IIT",(j)lloo ~2Jllot/J1100 w(f, J),

where w(f, .) is the modulus of continuity of f
The following lemma is analogous to a result due to Mergelyan (see

[6; 9, p. 420]), essential in the original proof of his theorem on uniform
approximation by rational functions.

LEMMA 2. Let D be an open disc of radius r > 0. Let E be a compact,
connected subset of D with diameter at least r and such that Q = (C - E) u
{oo} is connected. Let g be a function of D 1(C). Then there is a constant
c >°such that, for every u E C, there exists Q(u,') E H(Q, g) satisfying:

(A) IQ(u, z)1 ~ c,

(B) IQ(u,z)-(g(z)-g(u))/(z-u)1 ~cr3/lz-uI3,

for z E Q, u E D, and z -# u.

Proof Let D = D(zo, r). Let fl be a conformal representation of Q in
D(O, 1) such that fl (00 ) = 0. Since E is compact and connected, we have
y(E) ~ diam(E) ~ 4y(E) [5, p. 199], where y is the analytic capacity. Con
sequently, writing a =1'1 (00), we get lal = y(E) ;;:: r/4. The function f =fda:
Q -+ D(O, l/Ial) is holomorphic and verifies

f( 00) = 0, 1'(00)=1, II f II 00 ~ 4/r. (2)

Let r be the circle centred at Zo and of radius r. We define

1 f I 1 fb=-2' (z-zo)f(z)dz,b =-2' (z-zo)2f(z)dz.
m r m r

Let us fix u ED. We develop f, f2, f3 in a neighbourhood of 00,

(3 )
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if Iz - ul > 2r. Clearly,

A2(U) =-2
1

.f (z- u)f(z) dz, A3(U) =-2
1

.f (z- u)2/(z) dz,
1tl ro 1tl ro
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where To is a circle centered at zo, positively oriented and having a big
enough radius.

Remembering that 1 =!,(oo) = (1/2ni) JrJ(z) dz, we obtain

A2(U) = b - u - Zo, )'3(U) = b' - 2(u - zo) b + (u - ZO)2.

Let us define the following function, for u E C, Z E Q,

H(u, z) =I(z) + (u - Zo - b)f2(Z)

- (b ' - 2(u - zo) b - 2b2- (u - zo)2)f3(Z).

The desired function is Q(u, z) = (g(z) - g(u)) H(u, z). Evidently
H(u, ')EH(Q) and so Q(u,· )EH(Q,g).

Now we prove the estimates (A) and (B). By (2) and the definitions of b
and b',

Ibl ~4r,

This and (2) give, for z E Q and u E D,

4 16
IH(u, z)1 ~-+ (Iu-zol + Ibl)2

r r
64

+(1b'1+2Iu-zollbl+2IbI2+lu-zoI2)J
r

c
~-. (4)

r

For fixed u E D, H(u, z)(z - u) is holomorphic in Q and the above
estimate shows that it is bounded by c (independently of u) if Iz - ul ~ 2r.
By the maximum modulus principle, we conclude that IH(u, z)llz - ul ~ c,
uED, zEQ. This and the mean-value theorem give (A). Taking into
account (3), a calculation shows that

IH(U, z) __1_1 = 1 114Ih(u, z)l,
z-u z-u

zEQ,uED,

where h(u,') is a holomorphic function in Iz - ul > 2r (including the
infinity). If z E Q and Iz - ul ~ 2r, then by (4) we get

Ih(u, z)1 = IH(u, z) __I_liz - ul 4 ~ cr3,
z-u
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By the maximum modulus principle, the last inequality is valid for any
z E Q. Therefore

I
g(z ) - g(u ) I I 1 IQ(u, z)- ~clz-ul H(u, z)--

z-u z-u

r 3

~c I 13 'z-u
z =1= u, ZED, u E D,

which proves (B).
Let us note that he above lemma improves the conclusions of

Mergelyan's lemma, losing, on the other hand, the holomorphy of Q(u,·).
Also note that in Mergelyan's original lemma just the first and second coef
ficients of the development of f were considered.

LEMMA 3. Let X be a compact of C and suppose that og(z) =1= 0 for every
z E X. Let f E C(X) such that o(of/og) =0 in X. Then for any a E X

I

Of( )I~ w(j,d(a,C-X))
og a "": C d(a, C - X) .

Proof As already noted in the Introduction, we can write f = h + gk
with h, k E H(X), so that k = of/og. Let us take a E X. Let r > 0 such that
2r < d(a, C - X). Let us choose a real, Co, even function p" with
o~ p, ~ 1 and supp p, c [ - 4, 4] and such that p, = 1 on [ - 1, 1]. We put
p(z)=p,(lz-aI 2/r 2

) and t/J=p/og. Then t/J is of class C2 and is supported
on D(a, 2r). If we consider the Vituskin's operator relative to f and t/J, then

On the other hand,

Ilot/Jlloo=!Io (;g)p+oP;gL ~;.
Therefore

Ita,r) T",(f)(z) dz I~ crw(j, 2r). (5)

Applying Stokes' theorem and using property (c) of the operator T"" we
obtain

f T",(f) dz= f' oN di /\ dz
qa.r) D(a,r)

= f k di /\ dz = cr2k(a).
D(a. r)
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Ik(a)1 ~ c w(j, 2r).
r
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Taking limits in the previous inequality when r ~ 1/2d(a, C - X) the proof
is completed.

Let us note that the above lemma implies the following: If hn +gkn E
Ro(X, g), n EN, is a sequence converging uniformly towards f on X, then
f =h +gk on X, hand k being analytic in X and (h n ) (resp. (kn )) converg
ing uniformly towards h (resp. k) on compacts of X.

Proof of Theorem 1. LetfE C(X) with o(of/og) =0 in X, and let h, k as
in Lemma 3, f = h +gk. First, we can assume that f and g are extend to C
in such a way that suppf is included in the open set U in which og # O. Let
P be a function of class COO such that supp pc D(O, 1), °~ P~ 1 and
Jpdm = 1. If we write Pe(x) = (1/e 2

) p(x/e), then (Pe) is an approximate unit
and

fPe dm = 1, supp Pe c D(O, e),

i= 1, 2. (6)

Let J1 be a measure on X which is orthogonal to R(X, g). We write
fe(x)=f*Pe(x)=Jf(x-t)Pe(t)dm(t), feECoo(C). In the following we
write Fe instead o(ofJog). For a sufficiently small e, suppfe is contained in
U, so we can apply the integral formula (1); note that Ii = 0 because J1 is
orthogonal to R(X, g). Thus we obtain

(7)

So we must prove that the integral in (7) tends to zero when e~ O. Let
us split this integral in two parts,

Ae= f Feli dm,
X'

Be =f Feli dm,
x,

where xe = {x E X/d(x, C - X) ~ 2e}, Xe= {XE X/d(x, C - X) < 2e}. First,
we shall estimate Ae. If x Exe, then x - t EX and d(x - t, iC - X) ~ e for
It I< e. Besides

f (Of(X - t))
Fe(x) = ° og(x) pJt) dm(t), (8)
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but, sincef(x-t)=h(x-t)+g(x-t)k(x-t), (8) turns into

f (Og(X-t))
o og(x) k(x - t) p£(t) dm(t).

By Lemma 3, the regularity of g and (6), we have

IFE(x)1 ~~ ~~~ {Io (O~~~/)) Iw(f, d(x - t, C- X))} ~ c Ilfll 00' (9)
ItI <E

Furthermore, for every x, lim FE(x) = 0 since

I (Og(X - t))1IFE(x)1 ~ s~p 0 og(x) c(x) ~ 8C(X).
ItI <E

By [4] 1J11 ~ c; then the dominated convergence theorem implies that
lim AE = O.

Now we are going to estimate BE' If XEX.. it can be deduced from (6)
that

i= 1, 2,

so

i = 1, 2.

Consequently
w(f, 8)

IFAx)1 ~C--2-'
8

and we conclude that

w(f,8)f·IBEI ~ c --2- IIlI dm.
8 x,

(10)

As C - X has a finite number of components, for a sufficiently small 8 we
can cover XE by means of discs D) ,..., D n of radius 48 whose centres do not
lie en X. Evidently every disc contains a compact, connected subset E; cD;
such that E; c C - X and diam(E;) ~ 8. Applying Lemma 2, we obtain
functions Qj(U") E H(C - Ej , g) (and so in R(X, g)), satisfying

IQiU, z)1 ~ c,

I
g(z)-g(U)j 8

3

Qiu,z)- ~CI 13 'z-u z-u

for zEC-Ej and uEDj .

(11 )

(12)
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If we define L\=D\nXe and Lj=DjnXe-(L\u· .. uLj_d for
1<j~n, then Xe=L 1u ... uLn (disjoint union). For every ueXe there is
a unique j such that U E Lj and then

. f I g(z) g(U)!IJl(u)1 ~ x Qj(u, z) - z u dIJlI(z).

The integral in (10) is bounded as follows

f f f I
g(Z)-g{U)jL L IA{u)1 dm{u) ~ x dIJlI(z) L L Qj(u, z) - z _ u dm(u).

J 7 1 I

Fixing z E X, we get

Let us estimate the first integral by (11) and the second by (12),

(13)

e3

c 3 dm(u)
D(z,4e) Iz - ul

Combining the previous estimation with (10) and (13), we obtain

. w(f, e) 2
IB.I ~C-2-IJlI(X) e = O(w(f, e)).

e

Therefore lim Ae + Be = 0 and so SfdJl = O. This completes the proof.

Remark (J. Verdera). The regularity of g in Theorem 1 (gE C 3
) has

only been used in the estimate (9) to prove that lim A" = O. What happens
if we only require that g E C2

+a with 0 ~ Ct ~ 1? Using that k is
hoIomorphic, we can improve (9) as follows:

sup Ik(x-t)I= sup Ik(Y)I~cw(f,2e),
xeX' ";;;d(y.C-X);;;2,, e
It! ;;; e
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so if g E C2 + a, the functions f E Lip( 1 - 0(, X) can be approximated, because

I (
Og(X-t))IW(f,2f,) f,l-a

1F£(x)1 ,,;; c ~~~ 0 og(x) f,";; Cf,a -f,- = 0(1),
III,,;;: s

and 1F£(x)1 ,,;; c(x) ea
,

If 0(=0, then sUPx,lll,,;;:slo(og(x-t)jog(x))1 tends to zero by the uniform
continuity of 02g on X.

The proof of Theorem 2 is essentially analogous to the previous one, but
the details are more involved. We will just state the required lemmas whose
proofs can be found in [3].

LEMMA 4. If fE D(C) and n ~ 1, then

f(w) = (- ?n+ 1 fon+ If(z) (z- wt dm(z),
n.n z-w

WEe.

Besides, if p, is a measure with compact support on C, then

( l)n + 1

ffd = - f On + ljj" dp" P,n m,
n.n

where

(z-wY
iln(w)=f dp,(z).

Z-W

The analogue of Lemma 2 for the operator on + 1 is

LEMMA 5. Let D be an open disc of radious r > 0, E a subset of D com
pact, connected and of diameter al least r, such that Q = iC - E is connected.
Let n ~ 1. For every u E C there is a function T(u,') E H(Q, z, n) and a con
stant c (which depends only on n) such that

(A) IT(u, z)1 ,,;; clz - ul n
-

1
,

(B) IT(u,z)-(z-uY/(z-u)I";;crn + 2/lz-uI 3,z#u, zEQ, and
UED.

Let us point out that for n = 0, we obtain Mergelyan's classical lemma.
It is worthwhile observing that in the proof of Theorem 2, the part

corresponding to As is zero (since on+ 1 commutes with the convolution),
therefore in this case it is only necessary to bound B s .
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In this section we will prove an extension of Theorem 1 in the case that
Z = {x E X/og(x) = O} is not empty. We begin with a lemma giving
necessary conditions for fE R(X, g). Throughout this section, except in
Theorem 3, g is only assumed to be of class C2

•

LEMMA 6. LetfER(X,g). Then

(i) There are functions hand k holomorphic in i - Z such that
f = h +gk in i - Z.

(ii) If Z c i, then the functions hand k are holomorphic in X.
(iii) ~zER(Z).

Proof (i) is clear and was already used before. To prove (ii), we con
sider a finite union LeX of piecewise smooth curves such that for every
Z E Z Ind L (z) = 1. Let p be a function of class COO vanishing in a
neighbourhood of Z and equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of L. Put r/J = p/og.
For a sufficiently small r, the function p will be equal to 1 in D(a, r), for
any aEL. Let fER(X,g) and fn=hn+gknERo(X,g) such that fn--+f
uniformly on X. As in Lemma 3, we obtain

aEL. (14)

Therefore by property (c) of the operator TljJ (Section 2) and (14) we
have

Ikn(a)1 ,;;; c(r/J, r)11 fnll = 0(1), aEL. (15 )

By the maximum modulus principle, the inequality (15) is true in a
neighbourhood W of Z. Then there is a subsequence, also denoted (kn ),

converging towards an holomorphic function kin W. By (i) f = h +gk in
i - Z. Since fn --+ f uniformly on X and ofn = og· k n --+ og· k uniformly in
W, we conclude that of= og . k in the weak sense in W. So k = k in W - Z.
Defining Ii = f - gk, we deduce that both hand k have holomorphic exten
sions to Z. To prove (iii) it is enough to observe that glz E R(Z), whenever
gECl and og=O in Z [5, p.26].

The following proposition is a partial converse of the above lemma.

PROPOSITION. Suppose that f is a function of class C2 in a neighbourhood
of X and

(a) there are holomorphic functions hand k such that f = h +gk in i;
(b) f is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of Z n ox. Then IE R(X, g).
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Proof Let U be the open set in which f is defined and U 1 C U the open
in which f is analytic. Let S = { WE U/og( w) = 0 }. Let us choose c > 0
smaller than the distances between (S - U1) n (C - X) and X, between X
and C - U and between Z n aX and Ul' Let us consider points Xl"'" X n in
X such that

Then G is a bounded open set with piecewise smooth boundary and it is
defined so that the function of!og is of class C 1 in G. We can apply
Lemma 1 to obtain the equality

f(W)=~f f(z) dz-~f of (z)g(z)-g(w) dz
2m JG z w 2m JG og z - w

+~f o(~l\ (z)g(z)-g(w) dm(z), wEX. (16)
11: G Jg) z-w

Let p. be an orthogonal measure to R(X, g). Integrating in (16) and
applying Fubini's theorem, we obtain

f 1 f A 1 f of vfdp.=-. fp.dz~-. -p.dz
2m JG 2m aG og

where j1(z) =Sdp.(w)/(w - z) is the usual Cauchy transform of p. [5, p.46].
The measure p. is orthogonal to R(X, g), and so fi =0 and fi = 0 in

C - X; therefore

From the fact that [i is continuous off a countable set [4, 11], we derive
that [i = 0 a.e. dm in C - X. SO the domain of integration in the last integral
is reduced to X, in which o(of!og) = O. Consequently, Jf dJl = 0 and so
fE R(X, g).

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that Z = 0 (resp. Z noX = 0) and f a function
of class C2 in a neighbourhood of X. Then fE R(X, g) if and only if
o(of(og) = 0 in X (resp. f = h + gk with h, k E H(X)).

Observe the analogy of Corollary 1 with the classical result stating that
fE R(X) whenever of=0 on X. Yet here it is assumed that the operator
applied to the function vanishes in X and not necessarily in X.
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose X=0. Then R(X,g)=C(X) if and only if
R(Z) = C(Z).

Proof It is enough to note that if R(Z) = C(Z) and X = 0, then every
function of C2(C) is uniform limit in X of functions of C2(C) which are
analytic in a neighbourhood of Z.

The aim of the following lemma is to reduce the study of R(X, g) to that
.".

of R(Xg).

LEMMA 7. A measure J.1. on X is orthogonal to R(X, g) if and only if J.1. is
supported in f u Z and J.1. is orthogonal to R(f u Z, g).

The proof of this lemma, which we omit, is essentially based in the good
continuity properties of fi (see [3]).

Now we point out that the modules R(X, g), under certain restrictions,
are local [5, p.50], i.e., if fE C(X) and for every x E X there is a
neighbourhood Vx such that f E R( On g), then f E R( X, g).

LEMMA 8. The following statements hold:

(i) If Z is finite, then R(X, g) is local.

(ii) Let VI"'" V n be a cover of X such that ZnoV;=0
(i = 1, 2, ..., n). If fE C(X) and fE R(Oil g), then fE R(X, g).

The previous result was proved in the case g(z) = i by O'Farrell [8] and
Weinstock [14]. If g is a polynomial in i the proof is in [11]. The general
case follows. A different proof can be found in [3].

Proof of Theorem 3. The inclusion c is a consequence of Lemma 6.
First, we suppose that X = Xand that C - X has finitely many components.
Let W be an open set such that Z eWe iV c X and f E C(X), f = h +gk in
X, with h, k E H(X). If x ~ Z and V x is a neighbourhood of x such that
Vx n Z = 0, then fE R( OX n X, g) by Theorem 1. Cleary fE R( iV, g) and
so Lemma 8 gives that f E R(X, g). The case in which C - X has a finit
number of components can be reduced to the previous one by Lemma 7.
The general case is obtained through a standard argument of localization
[5, p. 51].

4. OPEN QUESTIONS

Now we pose some questions whose solutions are unknown to us.

(A) Is there a compact X ofC such that R(X, i) # {fE C(X)/o2f= 0 in
a}?X.

640/44/2-3
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We think that the answer is affirmative but we have not been able to find
a counterexample. If (A) is true, it makes sense to wonder:

(B) Which compacts X of C satisfy that R(X, i) ={fE qX)/lPf=0
in X}?

It seems that an answer to (B) could be obtained using Vituskin's techni
ques [5] adapted to the operator 02

•

(C) Is R(X, g) always local?

There is some evidence in favour of localness (apart from Lemma 8), but
the difficulty is to find a way of avoiding Z.
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